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Abstract: We consider an ensemble of discrete random 
walk paths in which a weight favouring self-intersections is 
assigned to each walk. The strength of the self-attraction 
can be increased by increasing a coupling cons tant {3, and 
decreases as a power of the length of the walk. We study the 
collapse t ransition in this m odel, which is a phase transition 
from diffusive or extended behaviour of the walk for small {3 
to confined behaviour for large {3. The dependence on the 
spatial dimension is elucidated. 
Key words: self-attracting walk, Edwards model, diffu-
sion, phase transition, local time, p olymer, large deviations. 
1 The model 
Let w be a T-step homogeneous simple random walk on Zd taking nearest neigh-
bour steps with equal probabilities 21d ' and starting at the origin . Define 
and 
h == h(w) = L 6w(i),w(j) 
O~i<i~T 
(1.1 ) 
(1.2) 
where the expectation is with respect to simple random walk beginning at 0, and 
p ~ 0 and {3 E R are parameters. We define a new measure on T-step simple 
random walks, by assigning to a walk w the probability 
c~ (2~)T exp[{3T- P h(w») . (1.3) 
For {3 = 0, this new measure is jus't the simple random walk . For {3 > 0, it 
defines a model of self-attracting walks, since self-intersections are encouraged by 
the exponential factor . Similarly, for {3 < 0, this is a model of self-repelling walks. 
The factor T-P diminishes the strength of the self-interaction for long walks, and 
for p fixed, {3 provides a measure of the strength of the interaction. 
We are interested in the phenomenon of a collapse transition, in which for 
fixed p there is a transition from diffusive behaviour to collapsed behaviour when 
{3 > ° is increased . The order parameter for the transition is the diffusion constant 
D({3) , which is defined in terms of the mean-square displacement 
/ 
(lw(TW) = E (lw(T)12 exp[{3T-P hD 
f3 E (exp[{3T-P h)) (1.4) 
1 Partially supported by FAPESP's Projeto Tematico " Transi<;iio de Fase Diniimica e Sistemas 
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by 
D«(3) = lim -T1 (lw(TW),B· 
T-oo 
(1.5) 
The diffusive phase corresponds to 0 < D«(3) < 00, while the collapsed phase 
is signalled by D«(3) = O. Typically in the collapsed phase the mean-square 
displacement remains uniformly bounded as T -+ 00. 
Examples: 
1. For (3 = 0, this is the simple random walk and D(O) = 1. 
2. For p = 0 and (3 < 0, this is the Domb-Joyce model of weakly self-avoiding 
walks, which in the limit (3 -+ -00 gives the usual strictly self-avoiding walk 
[7] . 
3. For (3 > 0 and 0 ~ p < 1, it can be seen from combinatoric considerations 
[8, 9] that the walk is collapsed, in the sense that it remains in a small box 
(uniform in T) with a probability converging exponentially to 1 as T -+ 00. 
4. For (3 > 0, p = 1, there is a collapse transition as (3 is increased, and this 
will be the main focus of this paper. (Collapse takes place at (3 = 0 when 
d = 1). 
5. The Edwards model is a much-studied model of polymer molecules, whose 
partition function is given formally by 
Eexp [(3 r 8(B. - Bt)dSdt] , JO~.<t~l (1.6) 
where B denotes Brownian motion. Renormalization is required to make 
sense of this formal expression in dimensions d ~ 2, and this is well-unders-
tood for d = 2 and d = 3. Traditionally the Edwards model has been studied 
for (3 < 0, but for d = 1 (1.6) is an entire function of (3, and for d = 2 (when 
conventionally renormalized by subtracting from the exponent its expected 
value) it is finite for -00 < (3 < (30, for some (30 > 0 [6]. A discrete space-time 
version of the Edwards model can be obtained by approximating Brownian 
motion Bt on [0,1] by T-l/2w (LtTJ), and this leads to the discrete partition 
function 
E exp[(3T(d-4)/2 h], (1 .7) 
where now the expectation is with respect to simple random walk . This is 
the partition function CT with p = 4;d . Hence, for d = 2 and p = 1, or for 
d = 1 and p = ~, the large-T behaviour of CT is closely related to the study 
of the continuum limit of the discrete Edwards model. This will also be a 
focus in what follows. 
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6. By way of contrast, the standard model of collapse of polymer molecules has 
a partition function involving a self-repellence due to the excluded volume 
effect that no two monomers can occupy the same region of space, together 
~ith a nearest-neighbour attraction due to temperature or solvent effects, 
l.e ., 
with Al and A2 both positive. It has been argued, and observed experimen-
tally, that when A2 is increased with fixed Al, there is a collapse transition. 
Our model does not cover this very interesting example, which appears to 
be quite difficult to treat rigorously . . 
We concentrate in what follows on p = 1 for d 2:: 2 and on p = 1 and p .= ~ for 
d = 1. 
2 The results 
This section summarizes some results of Bolthausen and Schmock [1] for the col-
lapsed phase and of Brydges and Slade [4] for the diffusive phase . Further results 
and more complete proofs can be found in these references. Actually, Bolthausen 
and Schmock analyze the closely related model in which the simple random walk 
is replaced by a continuous-time random walk on Zd having exponential holding 
times. Their results have not been extended to the discrete-time walk, but we 
expect qualitatively similar behaviour . 
To state the results we first define the renormalized partition function 
ern = Eexp[,BT-P(h -E(h))]. (2 .1 ) 
Let G(O) = I:~=o PT(O), where PT(O) denotes the T-step transition probability 
for simple random walk to return to the origin at time T ; G(O) is finite for d> 2 
but not for d ::; 2. It is not hard to see that as T -+ 00, 
1 
-EJT T 
1 
-Eh T 
-+ 
-+ 
G(O)- 1 
1 
-logT 
11' 
~/f 
(d> 2) (2.2) 
(d = 2) (2.3) 
(d = 1) , (2.4) 
so that the effect of the renormalization is significant only for d = 2, 'with these 
values of p . 
We also define 
,130 = sup{,B : sup ern < oo}. (2.5) 
T 
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It can be shown that f30 > 0 for d ~ 2, p = 1 and f30 = 00 for d = 1, P = ~; see 
Section 4.1 and [4, 6] . Finally, let 
f3c = inf{f3 : lim c:jT > O} . 
T-oo 
(2.6) 
Clearly f30 ::; f3c, so f3c > 0 if d ~ 2, p = 1 and f3c = 00 if d = 1, p = ~ . It has not 
been established whether or not f30 = f3c. For d = 1, P = 1, it is shown in [1] that 
f3c == O. 
The following theorem, which is due to [1] and is proved using methods from 
the theory of large deviations, establishes the existence of a collapsed phase when 
p = 1. 
Theorem 2.1 For the continuous-time model with p = 1, the mean-square dis-
placement is uniformly bounded in T for all positive f3 when d = 1 and for f3 > f3c 
(continuous-time analogue of f3c) if d ~ 2. 
The above theorem rules out the possibility of a collapse transition at positive f3 
when d = l. 
Existence of an extended phase is established by the following theorem, due 
to [4], which indicates that there are three different phenomena corresponding to 
dimensions d = 1, d = 2 and d> 2. 
Theorem 2.2 (a) For d > 2, p = 1 and -00 < f3 < f3o, D(f3) = l. 
(b) For d = 2, p = 1 and -00 < f3 < f3o, D(f3) > O. Moreover, D is a strictly 
decreasing function of f3 for 0 < f3 < f3o· 
(c) For d = 1, p = ~ and ~oo < f3 < 00, D(f3) > O. Moreover, D is a strictly 
decreasing function of f3 for all f3 > o. 
Combined with Theorem 2.1, this suggests that the transition from extended to 
collapsed behaviour is discontinuous for d > 2. For d = 2, the transition may 
or may not be continuous. For d = 1, the transition from extended to collapsed 
behaviour may occur more gradually, as p is varied from ~ to 1, with subdiffusive 
behaviour at intermediate p. Establishing such behaviour remains open. 
For d ::; 2, there is an explicit formula for the diffusion constant in terms of 
the renormalized self-intersection local time "i for Brownian motion, which is given 
formally by -
r[O,N]"=" f 8(Bt -B.)dSdt-E[f 8(Bt-B.)dSdt] (2.7) }O$;.<t$;N }O$;.<t$;N 
(the renormalization is optional for d = 1) . Defining a measure on continuous 
paths by dVfj,N = Z- l e.B2[O ,Nl with Z = E[e.B2[O,Nl], the formula is 
D(f3) = J B;dvfj ,l ' (2 .8) 
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This is well-defined under the hypotheses of Theorem 2.2, by methods of Le Gall 
[6] . To establish the behaviour of the diffusion constant in the limit of large 
negative coupling, we let A = -13 > 0 and use Brownian scaling to conclude that, 
for any N > 0, 
D(f3) = N- 1 J BJ.vdl.l{JN(d-4)/2 ,N· 
Taking N = A2/(4-d) then gives 
D(f3) = N- 1 J BJ.vdl.l-1 ,N, 
(2.9) 
(2.10) 
converting the A -+ 00 limit into the problem of the large time behaviour of the 
Edwards model. For d = 1, it is argued in [13] that J BJ.vdl.l-1,N "" v 2 N2 , which 
implies the diffusion constant goes to infinity according to D(f3) "" v 2 ).. 2/3 . The 
corresponding problem for d = 2 is unsolved . . 
It has also been proved that the scaling limit of the walk is Brownian motion 
in part (a) of Theorem 2.2 and is the Edwards model in parts (b) and (t:) . 
3 A variational problem 
In this section we consider only 13 > 0 and p = 1, and address the question of 
why there is a collapse transition at positive 13 for d ~ 2 but not for d = l. 
We will argue heuristically, but this argument provides the basis for the proof by 
Bolthausen and Schmock that there is a collapsed phase . 
We begin by rewriting the partition function, after first changing its definition 
in an inessential way by replacing the sum over 0 ~ i < j ~ T in the definition of 
Jr by the sum over 0 ~ i, j ~ T. Defining 
1 T 
Lx(T) = T L bw(;),x, 
;:0 
(3.1 ) 
we have 
Tl '" '" 2 ~ 6w(i),wU) = T ~ Lx(T). 
O$i,i$T x 
(3.2) 
Thus our partition function, after inessential modification, is equal to 
CT = Eexp [f3T ~ L;(T)] . (3.3) 
We write CT for the corresponding quantity for the continuous-time random walk; 
there Lx(T) is defined via an integral rather .than a sum. 
The Donsker-Varadhan theory of large deviations suggests that 
lim ~ 10gcT = sup{f3ll¢II: - ~IIV'¢II~ : 11¢112 = 1} == b. (3.4) 
T-oo T 2 
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The gradient is the finite difference gradient associated to the lattice . In general 
the supremum mayor may not be attained. It is clear that for f3 sufficiently large, 
and in any dimension, the solution b of the variational problem is strictly positive . 
In this case it can be shown that the supremum is attained by an exponentially 
decaying function. For d = 1, it is the case for all f3 > 0 that b > 0 (this can be 
motivated by a scaling argument), and here too the supremum is attained by an 
exponentially decaying function . On the other hand for d ;::: 2 there is a Sobolev 
inequality 
(3 .5 ) 
and hence b = 0 for sufficiently small f3 . 
If ¢J realizes the supremum, then so does any translate . In the collapsed phase 
it is expected that the law for the process is a mixture of ergodic components, 
i.e., the process breaks translation invariance by choosing where to collapse, and 
if we restrict to a component , then as T -+ 00 , Ly(T) converges almost surely 
to the corresponding translate of ¢J2(y). Exponential decay of the optimal ¢J2, 
and hence b > 0, thus corresponds to collapse . This type of result is proved by 
Bolthausen and Schmock. A difficulty in applying the Donsker-Varadhan theory 
is that the state space here is all of Zd and is therefore not compact . This is 
overcome by making use of the fact that in the collapsed phase the state space is 
nearly compact , since the walk spends the bulk of its time in a compact subset of 
Zd . 
Thus, b > 0 corresponds to a localized local time, or a confined phase for the 
walk . On the other hand, b = 0 is interpreted as corresponding to the supremum 
being approximated by a sequence of increasingly more constant (zero) ¢J's, and 
hence to Lx(T) approaching a constant (zero) function. This is interpreted as 
extended behaviour for the walk . 
The above discussion leads one to expect that there will be a collapse transition, 
at positive f3, for d;::: 2 but not for d = 1, when p = 1. 
4 The extended phase 
We fix q = 1 for d ;::: 2 and q = ~ for d = 1, and define 
_IJ_ 1 '"' ~ IT - Tq T - Tq L...J Uw(.),w(/)· 
O~.</~T 
( 4 .1) 
The proof of Theorem 2.2 involves a combination of proving existence of uniform 
exponential moments of IT (renormalized when d = 2), or equivalently proving 
that f30 > 0, together with limit theorem~ for IT - EIT . For d = 1 and d = 2, 
the latter problem is one which has been studied previously, being precisely the 
problem of proving invariance principles for self-intersection local times [2, 3, 10, 
11] . For d > 2 the random variable IT is a power of T smaller than T(d-4)/2JT, 
and IT - EIT turns out to converge to zero in the limit . The following d~scribes 
some of the ideas which go into the proof; details can be found in [4] . 
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4.1 Dimensions d > 2 
Consider first the case of d > 2. Existence of an exponential moment for IT follows 
from the following lemma. The proof of the lemma makes use of the notation 
T 
(f * g)T(X) = L L f.(y)gT-.(x - y) (4.2) 
y .::0 
for convolution in time and space . We write rn for the convolution of n factors 
of f. 
Lemma 4.1 For d > 2, there is a /30 = /30 (d) > 0 such that for all -00 < /3 < /30, 
sup Ee1hT < 00. 
T 
Proof. Let d> 2. For /3 ~ 0, Ee(3-rT ~ 1, so assume /3 > O. Let 
T 
Ty(T) = TLy(T) = LDy,W(i) (4 .3) 
i::O 
denote the number of visits of the walk w to the site y, up to time T. In terms of 
Ty(T), 
-I 1_1 
IT = T JT = 2T ( 4.4) 
In view of (4.4), it suffices to obtain the uniform bound of the theorem with IT 
replaced by T-I Ly T;(T) . 
By Jensen's inequality, since T-I Ly Ty = 1, we have 
(4 .5) 
Therefore 
(4 .6) 
The factor T;:+I amounts to a requirement that w visit the site y at each of n + 1 
times, and ordering these times gives rise to a factor (n + I)!. Let Pt(x) denote 
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the probability that simple random walk goes from 0 to x in t steps, and let 
qt(x) = Pt(O)6~,0[1- 6t ,0]. Then we have, using (p * p}t(x) = (t + 1)pt(x), that 
< 
looT 
T L (3n(n + 1) L(q·n}t(O) L(p * p)T-t(X) 
n=O 1=0 ~ 
00 T ~ L (3n(n + 1) L(q·n}t(O)(T - t + 1) 
n=O t=2 
00 T 
< L (3n(n + 1) L(q·nMO). (4.7) 
n=O 1=2 
A uniform bound on the right side for small (3 then follows from the fact that 
T 
L(q·n),(o) ~ Ci(o)n. (4.8) 
t=O 
o 
The above lemma can be extended to show that, for d = 1, IT has uniform 
exponential moments of all orders. 
The remaining step in the proof is to show that IT - E'T converges to zero in 
L2, as T ---+ 00. Combined with existence of an exponential moment and standard 
uniform integrability arguments, this allows us essentially to take the limit under 
the expectation in the definition of the diffusion constant, resulting simply in the 
Brownian motion expectation of Br, which is 1. The proof of convergence to zero 
in L2 involves an elementary calculation along the lines of that used to prove (2 .2), 
but is more detailed. 
4.2 Dimensions d ~ 2 
For d ~ 2, we again wish to justify taking the limit inside the expectation defining 
the diffusion constant, but now this is more involved because the limit of IT - E'T 
is the renormalized self-intersection local time for Brownian motion, instead of zero 
as was the case for d > 2. Again there are two principal ingredients: existence of 
an exponential moment for IT and a convergence theorem for IT. 
The proof of existence of an exponential moment is a mild extension of Lem-
ma 4.1 for d = 1, but a new idea is needed to handle the logarithmic divergence 
occurring for d = 2. This new idea was provided by Le Gall [6], using the dyadic 
decomposition introduced by Westwater [12]. His method extends to prove a 
uniform bound on c"f/n for small positive {3. 
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Convergence in distribution of rT - ErT is proved simultaneously for d = 1 
and d = 2 using an extension of methods of Rosen [11] for strongly aperiodic 
two-dimensional walks. This involves introducing cutoffs by smoothing the delta 
function in the definition of the self-intersection local time and by truncating the 
dyadic decomposition to avoid divergences arising from the diagonal when d = 2. 
Moment estimates for the intersection local time of two independent random walks 
are required. 
The strict monotonicity of the diffusion constant for positive coupling is a 
consequence of a correlation inequality of Frohlich and Park [5]. It is likely that 
this strict monotonicity also applies for nega.tive coupling, but this has not been 
established. 
Note added in proof. Our statement that Bolthausen and Schmock prove 
that the diffusion constant in the collapsed phase is zero has to be amended, as this 
result is not in their preprint. Their results indicate collapse for the appropriate 
parameter values, using a different criterion for collapse. 
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